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James Fisher Asset Information Services digitally enables the
offshore workforce with launch of AR app
Aberdeen-based James Fisher Asset Information Services (JF AIS), part of
James Fisher and Sons plc will launch R2S AR, an enterprise augmented
reality (AR) application designed to digitally enable the offshore workforce
at the inaugural SPE ENGenious Symposium and Exhibition in Aberdeen
this week.
An iterative evolution from the continuous development of JF AIS’s award-winning digital twin
solution, R2S, the app will provide the offshore worker with accurate and live information onsite,
creating greater accuracy and efficiency gains.
JF AIS’s technical director, Martin MacRae comments:
‘R2S AR extends the value proposition of our software to include both remote and onsite users.
All data held by our clients in R2S on their projects is now accessible through intrinsically safe
mobile devices.
Users can simply point the device at the equipment on-site and R2S AR will provide detailed
information on, for example, but not limited to; maintenance history, asset registers and live data
feeds.
As a business, we are uniquely placed to immediately tackle the content challenge facing many
looking to enter AR space. For us and our clients, the content already exists; R2S AR provides
an alternative way to access this data for the use - at the coal face.’
JF AIS has developed an event-specific version of the application for SPE ENGenious, where
users can be among the first to experience R2S AR.
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James Fisher Asset Information Services Ltd
James Fisher Asset Information Services (AIS) enables asset owners and operators to enhance
business performance through informed decision-making ‒ providing transparent, value-added
digital solutions that deliver results and drive safe and effective asset management.
With the identification, integration, and interrogation of collected data, AIS provides
comprehensive digital asset management solutions that unlock new ways for customers to be
more efficient, productive and to reduce costs. The suite of field-proven digital products and
professional solutions we offer includes, machine control, visual asset management, real-time
tracking, remote safety management, weighing and measurement, decision support, operational
modelling, condition monitoring, IoT platforms, control of work, and other highly specialised
systems.
We support customers to harness the value of information they have by intelligently linking data
together which empowers them to make effective and efficient decisions in real-time.
AIS owns and operates industry-leading digital solutions that are deployed in a diverse range of
global markets, including nuclear, defence, oil and gas, mining, offshore renewable energy,
marine, transport and infrastructure, and construction. For more information visit www.jf-ais.com
James Fisher and Sons plc is a leading provider of specialised services to the marine, oil and
gas and other high assurance industries worldwide. As an innovative and fast-growing
organisation, our highly skilled team and over 170 year heritage enables us to deliver solutions to
the most demanding operational and technical challenges faced by our customers. By leveraging
our global reach, deep operational understanding, breadth of capability and the enthusiasm and
commitment of our staff, James Fisher has become a trusted partner of major corporations,
government agencies and other valued customers around the world. For more information visit
www.james-fisher.com
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